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A detailed theoretical analysis of photoinduced electron transfer and geminate recombination on the
surface of a spherical micelle is presented. An exact point-particle analytical theory is first
developed for one donor andN competing acceptors in random fixed positions on the micelle
surface. The method is applicable to any restricted geometry system. Starting with a neutral donor
and acceptors, the time dependent probability of having an excited neutral donor and the time
dependent probability of having ions are calculated for various numbers of acceptors and various
forward and back electron-transfer parameters. The theoretical results are compared to Monte Carlo
simulations of the problem, and the exact agreement obtained demonstrates that the ensemble
averages are properly performed. Comparison is also made to a previously reported approximate
analytical theory. The analytical theory and the Monte Carlo simulations are then extended to
include the effects of donor–acceptor and acceptor–acceptor excluded volume. Although donor–
acceptor excluded volume may be included exactly, inclusion of acceptor–acceptor excluded
volume renders the problem intractable. An approximate method of handling acceptor–acceptor
excluded volume by utilizing the pair correlation function for the system is presented and compared
to Monte Carlo simulations of the full problem. An approximate technique is suggested for
generating the pair correlation function for curved disks on the surface of a sphere. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-transfer reactions play critical roles in a wid
variety of physical and biological processes and serve as
mechanisms for the harnessing of energy. As such, elec
transfer has motivated numerous theoretical treatme
aimed at predicting the time dependence of the process.1–12

Yet in spite of the remarkable success of the Marc
theory1–5 and its subsequent quantum mechanic
extensions,13–17 it has remained difficult to predict the ful
time scale of electron transfer processes when transfer
occur to any of a number of acceptors, all competing for t
electron, and when geminate recombination is included
the dynamical problem. For photoinduced electron trans
in isotropic three dimensions, several different theoretical
proaches have been developed, most of which make subs
tial approximations that simplify the many-body nature
the process.8,9,12,18,19An exact treatment of the problem is
however, possible. When the distance dependence of
electron transfer rate is modeled as falling o
exponentially,20–23 the many-body problem of forward elec
tron transfer for fixed particles distributed in infinite thre
dimensions has been treated rigorously.7 An exact method for
including back electron transfer~geminate recombination!
has also been obtained10,11,24and has been compared with th
approximate treatments in a recent article.25 The exact results
are amenable to fairly simple numerical analysis.

There have been a number of recent attempts to tr
electron transfer reactions in restricted geometries.26–28This
is an important and interesting problem since electron tra
fer in systems like micelles, zeolites, and polymers can
strongly affected by the restricted, nonisotropic nature of
spatial structure, and controlling the geometry may u
3820 J. Chem. Phys. 102 (9), 1 March 1995 0021-9606/9
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mately provide a means of regulating the rate of electro
transfer and geminate recombination. To date, however, the
retical models of the restricted geometry problem have ma
use of many of the same simplifying approximations utilize
in isotropic three dimensions.28 Such approximations may be
no more valid in restricted geometry systems than they are
infinite volume ones. Since an exact method does exist f
infinite three dimensional systems, it is reasonable to exte
this method to the problem of restricted geometries.

In this article, we develop an exact theoretical metho
for treating the dynamics of photoinduced forward electro
transfer with geminate recombination in restricted geom
etries. We specifically consider the problem of one donor an
N acceptors distributed on the surface of a spherical micel
but the method is applicable to any spatial structure. Th
model calculations of the dynamics of photoinduced electro
transfer and geminate recombination on the surface of a m
celle are the first accurate calculations of the electro
transfer problem in a restricted geometry. They permit com
parison to analogous exact calculations for infinite thre
dimensional systems so that the role of donor and accep
clustering in a restricted geometry may be understood. T
analytical results allow the effects of the micelle curvatur
and the finite number of acceptors to be studied and a
sufficiently general to permit comparison of electron transfe
events in a wide variety of restricted geometries.

To verify the accuracy of our theory, we have performe
detailed Monte Carlo simulations of electron transfer be
tween one donor andN acceptors on the surface of a micelle
The simulations and the theory show perfect agreement. F
thermore, because a physical system will consist of an e
semble of micelles, each with its own arrangement of acce
tors about the donor, the analytical theory must correct
5/102(9)/3820/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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3821K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
perform the averages over all possible acceptor configu
tions. The agreement between theory and simulation th
demonstrates unambiguously that the ensemble avera
have been properly performed.

The initial calculations presented here, like those
other electron-transfer calculations,7–9,12,19 assume that the
donor and acceptors are point particles. Real molecul
however, have finite sizes, and therefore it is important
assess the role of excluded volume on the dynamics of el
tron transfer in the micelle problem. Excluded volume limit
the distance of closest approach of an acceptor to the do
~donor–acceptor excluded volume! and it eliminates from
the spatial distribution those configurations in which acce
tors physically overlap~acceptor–acceptor excluded vol
ume!. Donor–acceptor excluded volume is important at a
concentrations of acceptors and is handled exactly by t
analytical theory presented here~as in Refs. 7–9,12,19! by
performing the ensemble average over acceptor configu
tions with a short distance cutoff. When donor–acceptor e
cluded volume is included, theory and simulation again yie
exact agreement. Acceptor–acceptor excluded volume, ho
ever, cannot be treated exactly, and an approximate meth
is instead developed that takes acceptor–acceptor exclu
volume into account through a pair correlation function. Th
accuracy of this approximation can be studied by compari
the approximate analytical results with Monte Carlo simula
tions in which all types of excluded volumes have been ri
orously included.

II. THE MODEL AND MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES

The electron-transfer system modeled here is a thr
level system in which photoexcitation of the donor may b
followed either by direct relaxation to the ground state~ex-
cited state lifetime! or by electron transfer to one of the spa
tially distributed acceptors. After forward electron transfe
occurs, the donor and the acceptor with the electron w
exist as ions, with charges determined by their initial pre
transfer charges. We term this the charge-transfer state,
for conciseness, consider initially neutral donor and acce
tors so that electron transfer results in the creation of a don
cation and acceptor anion. The model and results, though,
completely general, provided that the initial donor and a
ceptor distribution is not influenced by the pretransfe
charges on the particles. A straightforward extension can
clude any type of initial spatial distribution. In a solid solu
tion ~no diffusion!, the acceptor with the electron will even-
tually back transfer to the original donor, thereb
regenerating the ground state.@See Fig. 1~A!.# Acceptor con-
centration is assumed to be much higher than donor conc
tration, so we consider the case where there is only one d
nor per micelle. Therefore, back transfer occurs only to th
original donor. Electron transfer from the acceptor anion to
nearby neutral acceptor is not considered since there is no
driving force for the process, and barriers for electron tu
neling are generally large.29 The micelles are taken to be
dilute, so that electron transfer from a donor on one mice
to an acceptor on another micelle is not considered. Ho
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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ever, micelle-to-micelle excitation transfer has been stud
in detail,30,31 and this electron-transfer theory could be e
tended in an analogous manner.

The micelle is modeled as a hard sphere of radiusR,
while the donor and acceptors exist as hard curved disk
arclengthdarc embedded on the surface of the sphere.

32 ~Ini-
tially, darc50 for point particles.! The relevant electron-
transfer distance is the through-sphere~chord! distance,r .
@See Fig. 1~B!.# Diffusion is not here considered.

The Monte Carlo simulations were performed by fir
placing the donor andN acceptors randomly on the surfac
of the sphere. Spherical coordinates were used, and par
positions were chosen randomly to satisfy31

u5arccos@122 f #, f52p f ,

whereu is the polar angle,f the azimuthal angle, andf is a
random number generated uniformly on~0,1!. The theta dis-
tribution must have an arccos dependence onf since a par-
ticle is more likely to exist at the equator than at the pol
The random numbers were generated using the algorithm
Marsaglia and Zaman, which has a period of about 108.33

The algorithm utilizes 24 input seed numbers obtained fr
a second, shorter period generator, and 10 000 unused
were made to the generator to eliminate any initial bias fr
the seeds.34

The finite size of the particles was included in the sim
lations in two distinct yet equivalent ways. For low packin
fractions, the particles were placed sequentially, and part
overlap was checked after each placement. When a ne

FIG. 1. ~A! A diagram of the three level electron-transfer system. Shown
the ground (DA), excited (D*A), and ionic (D1A2) states. The three rate
processes are represented by their rates, 1/t, kf(r ), andkb(r ), which are the
inverse fluorescence lifetime of the donor and the forward and back tran
rates, respectively.~B! A pictorial representation of the micelle system. Th
micelle is modeled as a hard sphere of radiusR. The donor and acceptors ar
hard curved disks with arclengths,darc. Acceptors are shown as solid-fille
disks, while the donor is the unfilled disk. The relevant electron-trans
distance is the chord lengthr .
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3822 K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
placed particle overlapped any of the other particles, the
tire configuration was regenerated, beginning again with
placement of the first particle. For higher packing fraction
the particles were again placed sequentially. This time, ho
ever, when thei th particle overlapped any of the others,
was merely replaced until it no longer overlapped. Placem
then resumed with thei th11 particle. Configurations gener
ated this second way do not reproduce the equilibra
distribution35–38 since the particles placed last are heav
affected by the positions of the earlier-placed particles, wh
the earlier particles feel no effect from the later particle
When particles are placed in this second way, the entire s
tem must be equilibrated.35–38The equilibrated configuration
is then used.

The first method of rejecting entire configurations whe
placing the particles, but omitting equilibration, is exact
equivalent to placing the particles in the second way a
then equilibrating the system.39 Extensive testing of both
methods was performed, and both were found to give
same results. At low concentrations, the first method w
used. At higher concentrations, though, the second met
was used for computational efficiency.

Equilibration was performed by transforming to a coo
dinate system in which the particle to be moved was at
north pole. The particle then stepped a fixed length in a r
domf direction, and the new position was transferred ba
to the original coordinate system. When stepping led to ov
lap with another particle, the move was rejected. Step si
were chosen to give an average rejection fraction of 50
The total number of steps taken per configuration was
tween 103 and 104. In all cases, increasing the number o
steps by a factor of 10 led to the same results, demonstra
that a sufficient number of steps was utilized.

Micelle systems with fractional occupancies rangin
from 0% to 20% were considered. These occupancies w
obtained by varying both the size of the micelle and the s
and number of acceptors. Typical micelle radii range from
Å ~sodium dodecyl sulfate! to 42 Å ~Triton X-100!, while
typical acceptors have radii ranging from 3 to 10 Å. The
physical considerations may make fractional occupanc
greater than 10% difficult to achieve experimentally.

Simulations were performed on an IBM RS6000 mod
375 workstation. Simulation times ranged from 5–15 hou
depending on acceptor concentration. In all cases, great
was taken to ensure convergence. This usually required
generation of between 105 and 106 configurations.

III. THE ANALYTICAL THEORY

A. Forward transfer

We take a standard approach20–23 and model the
electron-transfer rate constants as exponentially decay
functions of distance

k51/t, ~1!

kf~r !5~1/t!exp@~Rf2r !/af #, ~2!

kb~r !5~1/t!exp@~Rb2r !/ab#, ~3!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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wherekf(r ) andkb(r ) are the rate constants for the forward
and back transfer, respectively,k is the rate constant for ex-
cited donor relaxation to the ground state in the absence o
electron transfer, andt is the donor excited-state lifetime.
@See Fig. 1~A!.# Rf , af , Rb , andab are parameters that char-
acterize the distance scales of the forward and back electro
transfer, and 1/t is used as an arbitrary scaling constant for
kf(r ) andkb(r ).

10,11,40

We begin by considering a specific random configuration
of 1 donor andN acceptors on the surface of a micelle. The
configuration is denoted byr̄5r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ,...,r N , indicating
that acceptor 1 is at distancer 1 from the donor, acceptor 2 at
distancer 2 , etc. The position of the donor is arbitrary, and
the coordinate system is chosen so that the donor is at th
north pole.

If the donor is optically excited at timet50, then the
probability that the donor will still be excited at some timet
later,Pex( r̄ ,t), follows the master equation

]Pex~ r̄ ,t !

]t
52S 1t 1(

i51

N

kf~r i !D Pex~ r̄ ,t !, ~4!

which gives

Pex~ r̄ ,t !5expS 2t

t D expS 2(
i51

N

kf~r i !tD . ~5!

This is the excited-state survival probability for the specific
configurationr̄ .

A physical system will consist of an ensemble of such
configurations, and the observable will be the ensemble av
erage ofPex( r̄ ,t), defined as

^Pex~ t !&5E
r1
E
r2

•••E
rN

Pex~ r̄ ,t !p~ r̄ !dr1 dr2•••drN , ~6!

wherep( r̄ ) is the probability of configurationr̄ occurring.
For point particles, the positions of theN acceptors are un-
correlated, and thus the probability distributionp( r̄ ) is sepa-
rable such thatp( r̄ )5p(r 1)p(r 2)•••p(r N)5p(r )N and

^Pex~ t !&5expS 2t

t D F E
r50

2R

e2kf ~r !tp~r !drGN, ~7!

whereN is the number of acceptors andp(r ) is the probabil-
ity that any given acceptor is at distancer from the donor.
The upper limit of integration is the maximum chord length,
or 2R for a micelle of radiusR.

The complete spatial dependence lies in
p( r̄ )5p(r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N), or for point particles, simply inp(r ).
For point particles in isotropic three dimensions

p~r !dr5
4pr 2

V
dr

for a spherical volumeV with the donor at the center.41 For
point particles on the surface of a micelle~see Appendix A!,

p~r !dr5~r /2R2!dr. ~8!

The integral equation for̂Pex(t)& with p(r )dr5r dr /2R2

has no analytical solution and must be solved numerically.
2, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3823K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
B. Back transfer (forward transfer with geminate
recombination)

Calculation of the survival probability of the donor ca
ion is substantially more complicated than the forward tran
fer calculation since the cation survival probability is dete
mined by the details of the forward transfer. A comple
theoretical treatment has already been developed for an
nite three dimensional system.10,11,40If Pct

i ( r̄ ,t) is the prob-
ability that the donor is still a cation at timet with the i th
acceptor an anion and theN acceptors located atr 1 ,
r 2 ,...,r N , then

]Pct
i ~ r̄ ,t !

]t
5kf~r i !Pex~ r̄ ,t !2kb~r i !Pct

i ~ r̄ ,t !. ~9!

Directly solving this equation gives

Pct
i ~ r̄ ,t !5

kf~r i !

~1/t!2kb~r i !1( j51
N kf~r j !

H exp@2kb~r i !t#

2expS 2t

t D expF2(
j51

N

kf~r j !tG J . ~10!

The ensemble average of Eq.~10! cannot be performed di-
rectly, but it can be performed exactly using the procedure
Lin et al.10,11,40Equation~9! is first ensemble averaged ove
theN21 acceptors without the electron and then solved
^Pct

i (r ,t)&N21 .

^Pct
i ~r ,t !&N215E

0

t

kf~r !e2kb~r !~ t2t8!^Pex~r ,t8!&N21 dt8,

~11!

where^ &N21 denotes the ensemble average over theN21
acceptors which do not participate in the transfer. Since

^Pex~r ,t8!&N215expS 2t8

t D exp@2kf~r !t8#F 1

2R2

3E
r 850

2R

expF2t8

t
e~Rf2r 8!/afG r 8 dr8GN21

substituting into Eq.~11! and integrating over the remaining
spatial coordinate gives

^Pct
i ~ t !&5E

r50

2R E
t850

t

kf~r !expS 2t8

t D exp@2kf~r !t8#

3exp@2kb~r !~ t2t8!#F E
r 850

2R

expF2t8

t

3e~Rf2r 8!/afG r 8

2R2 dr8GN21

dt8
r

2R2 dr. ~12!

Note that, unlike the infinite three dimensional case, the th
modynamic limit is not taken for the restricted geomet
problem because the number of particles is finite. Equat
~12! is the probability of finding the donor as a cation wit
the i th acceptor the anion. The total probability of finding th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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donor in its ionic state with any one of the acceptors with the
electron is obtained by summing^Pct

i (t)& over theN accep-
tors

^Pct~ t !&5(
i51

N

^Pct
i ~ t !&5N^Pct

i ~ t !&. ~13!

Equation~13! is an exact solution to the problem for point
particles.

Equations~7! and ~13! were derived assuming a sepa-
rable N-particle probability distribution,
p( r̄ )5p(r 1)p(r 2)•••p(r N), or that the probability of finding
the i th particle betweenr j2Dr j /2 andr j1Dr j /2 is indepen-
dent of the locations of the otherN21 particles. This is true
for point particles. Real particles, however, have finite sizes
and the particle positions are not independent since no mo
than one particle can occupy the same region of space. The
are two types of particle interactions involved: donor–
acceptor and acceptor–acceptor. The finite size of the don
and acceptors limits the distance of closest approach of a
acceptor to the donor. Since donor–acceptor excluded vo
ume excludes short distances and since these short distan
have the greatest impact on the electron transfer even
donor–acceptor excluded volume has a much larger effect o
the electron transfer survival probability than does acceptor
acceptor excluded volume.

Donor–acceptor excluded volume is included by incor-
porating a cutoff in the integral to limit the distance of clos-
est approach torm , the donor–acceptor contact distance in
chord length. The probability distribution must be properly
renormalized.~See Appendix A.! Except for the cutoff, ac-
ceptors are still modeled as point particles, and
p( r̄ )5p(r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N), which gives the probability distribu-
tion for the acceptors, remains separable. For this mode
~donor–acceptor excluded volume but no acceptor–accept
excluded volume! the analytical theory is still exact and
gives

^Pex~ t !&5expS 2t

t D F 2

4R22rm
2 E

rm

2R

exp@2kf~r !t#r dr GN,
~14!

^Pct~ t !&5
2N

4R22rm
2 E

r5rm

2R E
t850

t

kf~r !expS 2t8

t D
3exp@2kf~r !t8#exp@2kb~r !~ t2t8!#

3F 2

4R22rm
2 E

r 85rm

2R

expF2t8

t
e~Rf2r 8!/afG r 8

3dr8GN21

dt8 r dr . ~15!

No approximations have been used, and the full distanc
dependence of the reaction is properly handled. An approx
mate treatment of acceptor–acceptor excluded volume
given below.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3824 K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The theoretical results given in Sec. III are exact an
should yield perfect agreement with Monte Carlo simulation
based on the same model of electron transfer. To verify th
Monte Carlo simulations with donor–acceptor excluded vo
ume were performed. The Monte Carlo simulations genera
a large number of configurations of point-particle accepto
but with a short distance cutoff ofrm . For each configura-
tion, Pex( r̄ ,t) is calculated from Eq.~5!, while Pct( r̄ ,t) is
obtained by calculatingPct

i ( r̄ ,t) for each acceptor@Eq. ~10!#
and summing over theN acceptors. ThePex( r̄ ,t) and
Pct( r̄ ,t) curves for each configuration are then average
This should correspond exactly to the analytical^Pex(t)& and
^Pct(t)& curves obtained from Eqs.~14! and ~15!.

Figure 2 shows simulated and analytical^Pex(t)& curves
for 6 and 20 acceptors on a 20 Å radius micelle for two se
of electron-transfer parameters.~See figure caption for pa-
rameters.! The curves are plotted on both linear and logarith
mic time scales to better illustrate the full time dependen
of the process. Both sets of curves are shown without don
lifetime decay, since donor lifetime is included simply by
multiplying by exp(2t/t). The exp(2t/t) factor, however,
can obscure the dynamics of the electron transfer, and th

FIG. 2. ^Pex(t)& curves from Monte Carlo simulations and the analytica
theory @Eq. ~14!#. The Monte Carlo results are the open circles, while th
solid lines are the theoretical results. The curves are plotted linearly in tim
~Part A! and logarithmically in time~Part B!. Lifetime decay is not included.
For both~A! and~B!, the electron-transfer parameters are as follows: Curv
A: N56, Rf510.0 Å, af51.0 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve B:N56, Rf512.0
Å, af50.5 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve C:N520, Rf510.0 Å, af51.0 Å,
t515.0 ns; Curve D:N520, Rf512.0 Å, af50.5 Å, t515.0 ns. All
curves are for a micelle of radius 20 Å, with point-particle acceptors, and
6.8 Å donor–acceptor contact distance.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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curves are shown without it. As can be seen in the figure, th
Monte Carlo and analytical curves are indistinguishable.

In the log plot at very short time, the curves are almos
flat. Because of donor–acceptor excluded volume, there is
distance of closest approach and therefore a maximum fo
ward transfer rate. On time scales short compared to th
inverse of the maximum transfer rate, there are essentially n
dynamics. Thê Pex(t)& curves ~excited donor probability!
have an interesting shape. The dynamics can be seen to s
a very wide range of times when viewed in this manner. Th
shapes of these curves are distinctly different from th
equivalent curves for infinite three dimensional systems.41

This is indicative of the role that the restricted geometry
plays in the dynamics of electron transfer.

Figure 3 shows simulated and analytical^Pct(t)& curves
for N56 andN520 for two sets of electron-transfer param-
eters. The donor lifetime decay has not been included
order to emphasize the electron-transfer dynamics. Agai
both linear and logarithmic time scale plots are shown with
forward and back electron-transfer parameters given in th
figure caption. For fixedRf , af , Rb , andab , the total num-
ber of ions formed increases with the number of accepto
because more acceptors are available for transfer. T
^Pct(t)& curves build in from zero as ions are generated b
forward transfer. As time goes on, these ions begin to bac

l

e

e

a

FIG. 3. ^Pct(t)& curves from Monte Carlo simulations~circles! and the ana-
lytical theory@Eq. ~15!, solid lines#. The curves are shown without lifetime
decay and are plotted linearly~Part A! and logarithmically~Part B! in time.
The parameters are: Curve A:N520,Rf512.0 Å, af50.5 Å, Rb510.0
Å, ab51.0 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve B:N520, Rf510.0 Å5Rb , af51.0
Å5ab , t515.0 ns; Curve C:N56, Rf512.0 Å,af50.5 Å,Rb510.0 Å,
ab51.0 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve D:N56,Rf510.0 Å5Rb , af51.0 Å5ab ,
t515.0 ns. All curves are for a micelle of radius 20 Å, with point-particle
acceptors and a 6.8 Å donor–acceptor contact distance.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3825K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
transfer even as new ions continue to be created from
forward transfer. At very short times, most of the ion
formed will be at short distances, leading to swift back tran
fer, while at longer times, forward transfer to longer dis
tances begins to occur, resulting in longer-lasting ions. T
complex interplay between these processes determines
height and location of the maximum. A wide range of param
eters has been studied, and in all cases the agreement
tween the simulation and the exact theory is perfect. This
the most important test of the theory. The forward transfer
relatively straightforward to deal with even in restricted ge
ometries. However, to understand the dynamics of ion fo
mation and recombination, it is necessary to include th
geminate recombination correctly. The procedure of L
et al., which was developed for infinite three dimensiona
systems in the thermodynamic limit, can now be applied
restricted geometry problems.

There has been an approximate theoretical treatment
electron transfer with geminate recombination12 that has re-
cently been extended to restricted geometries.28 This work
modeled electron transfer assuming rate constants given
Eqs. ~1!–~3! and accepting the form of master Eqs.~4! and
~9!. However, these authors use approximations that simpl
the full many-body nature of the problem. For the infinit
three dimensional problem, this approximate method w
found to be accurate only in the limit of extremely low ac
ceptor concentration, i.e., when the acceptor concentrat
approaches zero.25 A similar inaccuracy also occurs in the
restricted geometry problem. Both the approximate meth
of Ref. 28 and the exact theory presented here treat the f
ward transfer in the same manner. Any difference in the r
sults is thus due to the approximations used in handli
geminate recombination.̂Pct(t)& curves calculated by the
two methods are shown in Fig. 4 for 6 acceptors~upper
panel! and 20 acceptors~lower panel! on a 20 Å radius mi-
celle. ~See figure caption for electron-transfer parameter!
Also shown are the Monte Carlo simulations~the circles in
the figure!. The solid lines through the Monte Carlo result
are the^Pct(t)& curves calculated from the exact theory pre
sented here, while the dashed lines were calculated using
approximate theory of Ref. 28. The donor lifetime decay
not included in any of the calculations. For all values of th
electron-transfer parameters, the approximate curves sh
pronounced deviations from the Monte Carlo simulated r
sults and from the exact theory curves, which are indisti
guishable from the simulations. The approximation does im
prove as the number of acceptors is reduced, but rema
poor even for only 5 or 6 acceptors on the micelle.

V. INCLUSION OF ACCEPTOR–ACCEPTOR
EXCLUDED VOLUME

As long as the acceptors are assumed to be point p
ticles, the analytical theory presented above@Eqs. ~14! and
~15!# is exact. Real acceptors, however, have finite size, a
acceptor–acceptor excluded volume can be important. Co
figurations in which two or more acceptors overlap shou
not be included in the ensemble average. Furthermore,
any real physical system, the positions of theN acceptors are
not independent but are highly correlated, as revealed by
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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oscillations in the pair distribution functions for finite-
volume particles in infinite three dimensional
systems.35,36,38,42–44 Thus, for finite-sized acceptors,
p( r̄ )5p(r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N) can no longer be factored. The
method of Linet al. that reduces the many-body problem to
a two-body problem cannot be used. More fundamentall
the necessaryN-particle distribution function is not known,
and therefore an exact analytical theory is not obtainable.

By comparing analytical theory without acceptor–
acceptor excluded volume to Monte Carlo simulations in
cluding this effect, the role of acceptor–acceptor exclude
volume can be studied. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show a typical
comparison for a 20 Å radius micelle with 10% of its surface
area occupied by acceptors.^Pex(t)& and ^Pct(t)& curves are
shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively, with the Monte
Carlo results depicted by circles and the analytical theory b
the uppermost sets of solid lines.~The dashed lines are an
approximate result to be discussed below.! The analytical
theory shows some deviation from the Monte Carlo simula
tions due to its neglect of acceptor–acceptor excluded vo
ume. The extent of this deviation will depend on the fraction
of the micelle surface occupied by acceptors~fractional oc-
cupancy,h! as well as on the electron-transfer parameter
themselves. While we have not performed an exhaustiv
study of all combinations of parameters, we do in genera

FIG. 4. Simulated̂ Pct(t)& curves ~circles! compared with the analytical
theory presented here@Eq. ~15!—solid lines# and with the approximate
theory used in Ref. 28~dashed lines!. Part A is forN56, and Part B is for
N520. All curves are forR520 Å, point-particle acceptors, and a 6.8 Å
donor–acceptor contact distance. Parameter are: Curve A:Rf512.0 Å,
af50.5 Å, Rb510.0 Å, ab51.0 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve B:Rf510.0
Å5Rb , af51.0 Å5ab , t515.0 ns; Curve C:Rf512.0 Å5Rb , af50.5
Å5ab , t515.0 ns. Donor lifetime decay is not included.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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FIG. 5. ^Pex(t)& and^Pct(t)& curves from Monte Carlo simulations~circles!, the analytical point-particle theory~solid lines!, and the approximate SPD theory
~dashed lines! for 10% fractional occupancy. The analytical theory includes only donor–acceptor excluded volume, while the SPD method also
acceptor–acceptor excluded volume approximately. The Monte Carlo simulations include both donor–acceptor and acceptor–acceptor excluded v
curves are for a 20 Å radius micelle and particle diameters of 6.8 Å~full arclength!. Donor lifetime decay is not included.~a! ^Pex(t)& curves with parameters:
Curve A:N513,Rf510.0 Å,af51.0 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve B:N513,Rf512.0 Å,af50.5 Å, t515.0 ns.~b! ^Pct(t)& curves with parameters: Curve A:
N513,Rf512.0 Å,af50.5 Å, Rb510.0 Å,ab51.0 Å, t515.0 ns; Curve B:N513,Rf510.0 Å5Rb , af51.0 Å5ab , t515.0 ns.
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find that for acceptor fractional occupancies of less than 5
acceptor–acceptor excluded volume has a negligible eff
At fractional occupancies above 5%, the effect is on the
der of that shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! and can lead to
observable deviations from the analytical theory, especia
in the ^Pex(t)& curves.

For fractional occupancies greater than 5%, accepto
acceptor excluded volume can be included in the Mon
Carlo simulations. However, the lengthy run times requir
can make this technique prohibitive for fitting experiment
data. Instead, we suggest an approximate method for inc
ing acceptor–acceptor excluded volume in the analyti
theory. This approximation requires the input of the pa
probability distribution for curved disks on a sphere, whic
may be obtained from simulation or from the approximatio
suggested in Appendix C. Once known, the pair probabil
distribution can be used to generate electron-transfer cur
for any set of parameters, thereby avoiding the need to re
the simulations whenever the parameters change. We t
our approximate method the ‘‘separable probability distrib
tion’’ ~SPD! method and give details in Appendix B.

The dashed lines shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are the
SPD results, calculated using the simulated pair probabi
distribution. As can be seen, the SPD method~dashed lines!
yields good agreement with the Monte Carlo results~circles!
and significantly improves the performance of the analytic
theory ~solid lines!, especially for thê Pct(t)& curves. Al-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 1
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though the success of the SPD method in reproducing t
Monte Carlo results depends on the parameters of the s
tem, we have found that in all cases the SPD approximatio
is better than simply ignoring acceptor–acceptor exclude
volume.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have developed an exact theoretical treatment
photoinduced forward electron transfer and geminate reco
bination between one donor andN acceptors in random fixed
positions on the surface of a spherical micelle. This is th
first accurate treatment of forward and back electron transf
in a restricted geometry. Monte Carlo simulations of th
problem with donor–acceptor excluded volume show exa
agreement with the theory and demonstrate that the ensem
averages have been properly performed. The theory cease
be rigorous only when acceptor–acceptor excluded volum
is included. For fractional occupancies below 5%, this is
small effect and can be ignored.~Fractional occupancies be-
low 5% still result in very significant amounts of electron
transfer.! For higher fractional occupancies, we have sug
gested an approximate method for including acceptor
acceptor excluded volume in the analytical theory. A mor
complete discussion of this approximation is given in a sep
rate article.41
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3827K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
Although this article treats the specific problem of mo
ecules distributed on the surface of a sphere, the theoret
method used to treat forward and back electron transfer
general and exact for point particles with donor–accept
excluded volume. However, the sphere problem is a spec
case of the general problem because the ensemble avera
translationally invariant, i.e., the ensemble average abou
donor located at any position on a sphere is the same. The
fore it is not necessary to perform an additional average ov
starting points. For systems such as polymers, this will n
be the case. This has been treated extensively for the pr
lem of electronic excitation transfer in restricted
geometries.45,46For a system in which the ensemble averag
is not translationally invariant, the ensemble average is fi
performed over all configurations about a starting point, an
then an additional average is performed over starting poin
It is not sufficient to perform the average for some avera
starting point. The additional average over starting poin
will make the calculation more time consuming but does n
fundamentally change the nature of the method presen
above.

The results reported here are for a system in which t
molecules are in fixed positions on the surface of a micel
This may be an accurate model at sufficiently low temper
tures. However, at room temperature, molecules the size
typical donors and acceptors will diffuse over significant dis
tances on the time scale of the relevant processes.47 This is
true even when the chromophores are attached to long t
and tethered to the micelle. We are in the process of exten
ing this work to include the effects of diffusion on photoin
duced electron transfer and geminate recombination in
stricted geometries.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE POINT PARTICLE
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION, p pt(r )

The probability that an acceptor is located distancer
away from a donor at the north pole of a sphere can
derived by examining Fig. 1~B!. r is the chord length,u is
the angular separation, andR is the micelle radius.r is com-
pletely determined byu. The probability of an acceptor ex-
isting betweenu2Du/2 andu1Du/2 is simply proportional
to the surface area of the circular slice traced about thez axis
by r .

ppt~u!du5
2pR sin u

4pR2 R du5
sin u

2
du.

From Fig. 1~B!, r52R sin~u/2! and dr5R cos(u/2)du, so
that the coordinate transform gives
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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ppt~r !dr5~r /2R2!dr.

Note thatp(u) is peaked atu590°, indicating that the ac-
ceptor is most likely to be found near the equator. When th
probability distribution is expressed in terms of chord length
it becomes linear inr . This occurs because the surface are
slice swept out betweenr5r2Dr /2 and r5r1Dr /2 in-
creases with chord length for a constantDr .

The probability distributionppt(r )dr5r dr /2R2 is nor-
malized over the entire surface of the sphere, i.e., fromr50
to r52R. When donor–acceptor excluded volume is in-
cluded, the acceptor can only be betweenrm and 2R, where
rm is the contact distance in chord length. Normalizing
ppt(r ) from contact to 2R gives

ppt~r !dr52r dr /~4R22Rm
2 !.

APPENDIX B: THE SPD METHOD

To include acceptor–acceptor excluded volume in th
theory, we make the approximation that theN-particle prob-
ability distribution functionp( r̄ )5p(r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N) is in fact
pairwise separable intoN sets of identical pair probability
distribution functions,p( r̄ )5p(r 1)p(r 2)•••p(r N)5paa(r )

N.
However, paa(r ) is now the curved-disk pair probability
function on the sphere surface, not the random distributio
function for point particles on the sphere. This is related t
the well-known pair distribution function,g(r ) by36

g~r !5paa~r !/ppt~r !

where paa(r ) is the probability of having an acceptor be-
tween r2Dr /2 and r1Dr /2 when acceptor–acceptor ex-
cluded volume is included, andppt(r ) is the corresponding
probability distribution for point particles. In general,g(r )
and paa(r ) are not known for the restricted geometry case
We note, however, thatpaa(r ) is independent of the electron-
transfer parameters. Thus, oncepaa(r ) is known ~e.g., by
simulation! for a given micelle/donor/acceptor system of
some fractional occupancy,^Pex(t)& may be obtained from
Eq. ~7!, where the hard curved diskpaa(r ) is used in place of
p(r ), and^Pct(t)& is given by

^Pct~ t !&5(
i51

N

^Pct
i ~ t !&5NE

r5rm

2R E
t850

t

kf~r !expS 2t8

t D
3exp@2kf~r !t8#exp@2kb~r !~ t2t8!#

3F E
r 85rm

2R

expF2t8

t
e~Rf2r 8!/afGpaa~r 8!dr8GN21

3dt8 paa~r !dr. ~B1!

This is the ‘‘separable probability distribution’’~SPD! ap-
proximation.

The SPD equation for̂Pct(t)& does a very good job of
reproducing the shape of the Monte Carlo simulation result
but does less well at reproducing the absolute magnitud
Any discrepancy in the magnitudes of the theoretical an
simulated^Pct(t)& curves, while of theoretical interest, does
not affect the ability to fit experimental data, as experimenta
measurements of ion survival times generally have no abs
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3828 K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
lute magnitude associated with them.41 Therefore, in Figs.
5~a! and 5~b!, the magnitudes of both the analytical poin
particle theory and the SPD curves have been scaled
match the simulated curves. The SPD result significantly o
performs the analytical point particle theory and would co
tinue to do so, even if the scaling were omitted. No simil
scaling can be performed for the^Pex(t)& curves.

APPENDIX C: ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION OF
paa(r ) FOR SAME-SIZED DONOR AND ACCEPTORS

In the SPD calculations presented in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!,
we employedpaa(r ) curves obtained from the simulations
Because obtainingpaa(r ) in this manner requires performing
a time-consuming simulation, an analytical form forpaa(r ) is
highly desirable, since the SPD method can then be e
ployed using swift numerical methods. To this end, we su
gest an extraordinarily simple approximation topaa(r ) for
same-sized donors and acceptors on a spherical surface

Before giving the details of the approximation, we fir
define the particle diameter,d, to be the end-to-end chord
length across the particle, related to the full arclength,darc,
by

d52R sin~darc/2R!,

whereR is the micelle radius. We also define the accep
fractional occupancy,h, as

h5
N@12cos~darc/2R!#

11cos~darc/2R!
, ~C1!

whereN is the number of acceptors.~Note that the total
number of particles, including the donor, isN11 and that
the donor arclength must equal that of the acceptor.! Equa-
tion ~C1! can be readily derived by noting that the area,A, of
a curved disk of full arclengthdarc on a sphere of radiusR is
2pR2@12cos~darc/2R!#. The fractional occupancy forN ac-
ceptors is then defined asN3A/(4pR22A), where we ex-
clude the area of the donor from the area available to
acceptors.

To obtain an analytical expression forpaa(r ), we begin
by realizing that, for a fixed fractional occupancyh, paa(r )
can be scaled to have essentially the same functional fo
for all micelle and acceptor sizes.paa(r ) curves were ob-
tained from Monte Carlo simulations for a variety of frac
tional occupancies,h. Each occupancy examined was gene
ated in several ways by varying the micelle radius and
acceptor size and number. For a given fractional occupan
obtained by any appropriateR, N, anddarc values, the scaled
paa(r ) curves were found to be essentially identical. On
physically reasonableR, N, and darc values and fractional
occupancies up to 15% were considered.

The scaling was performed by realizing that at large d
tances, paa(r ) should approach the point-particle resu
ppt(r )52r /(4R22d2) ~see Appendix A!. To eliminate the
dependence onR and d, ppt(r ) can be multiplied by
(4R22d2)/2, giving a scaled point particleppt(r )5r . We
next follow the standard approach used in isotropic thr
dimensions38,48 and scaleppt(r ) by the particle diameterd,
giving ppt(r /d)5(r /d). paa(r ) curves obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations of the acceptor–acceptor excluded volu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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problem should thus have their abscissa scaled by 1/d and
their ordinate scaled by (4R22d2)/2d, so that they approach
the point-particle result at distances beyond the correlatio
length. Furthermore, since the probability distributions giv
the probability of finding a particle betweenr2Dr /2 and
r1Dr /2, paa(r ) should also be multiplied by the desiredDr .

Figure 6 shows simulatedpaa(r /d) curves scaled in this
manner for varioush values along with the scaled point-
particle result:ppt(r /d)5(r /d). Note that finite-sized accep-
tors give scaledpaa(r /d) curves that depend only onh and
that deviate from the point-particle line at short distances b
approach a line of slope 1.0 forr /d values beyond the cor-
relation length. Figure 6 suggests that for fractional occupa
cies up to 13%,paa(r /d) can be closely approximated by two
intersecting lines. One line reflects the short-distance inte
actions and has slopem1 and interceptb1 dependent onh.
The other line is simply the point-particle result, which ha
slope 1.0 and intercept 0.0. Table I givesm1 andb1 values
for fractional occupancies from 5% to 13%. For fractiona
occupancies below 5%, acceptor–acceptor excluded volu
has a negligible effect. For fractional occupancies abov
13%, paa(r ) develops additional structure that causes th
two-line approximation to break down. Interpolating the re
sults in Table I givespaa(r ) curves for intermediateh values.
The approximate form ofpaa(r ) closely reproduces the simu-
lated probability distributions, although the error begins t
become significant nearh513%.

As an example, consider a system of one donor and
acceptors of full arclength~darc! 7.08 Å on a 25 Å radius
micelle ~h510%!. This corresponds to particles with a
chord-length diameter of 7.056 Å. Two lines should be gen

FIG. 6. paa(r /d) curves obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. The curve
are scaled as described in Appendix C. Curves A, B, C, and D are f
fractional occupancies of 0%, 5%, 10%, and 13%, respectively. Note that t
paa(r /d) curves approach the point-particle result~h50%! for large dis-
tances but deviate at short distances.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3829K. Weidemaier and M. D. Fayer: Electron transfer on a micelle surface
erated: one with slope and intercept taken from Table I a
one with slope 1.0 and intercept 0.0

y150.79x10.39, y25x.

If two files are created with (x,y) values given by these
equations, then each file should have itsy values multiplied
by

2d Dr

4R22d2
5

237.0563Dr

4325227.0562
55.7631023Dr

and itsx values multiplied byd57.056 Å.paa(r )Dr is then
given by the new scaledy1 file for 7.056 Å<r,r c and by
the scaledy2 file for r c<r<50 Å. r c is the value at which
the two scaled lines intersect, and 50 Å is the maximu
allowable distance, i.e., the acceptor is at the south pole.Dr
may be any reasonable value, usually around 0.1 Å.
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